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The PolarTREC Field Experience
PolarTREC (Teachers and Researchers Exploring and Collaborating) is a program funded by the
National Science Foundation that partners K-12 teachers in the United States with scientists doing
research in polar regions. The goal of the program is for teachers to be authentically integrated
into scientiﬁc expeditions in order to gain new skills and experiences that they can bring back to
the classroom, and for scientists to have support translating their research into language and ideas
that are accessible to the general public. I received notiﬁcation that I had been accepted into the
PolarTREC program at the end of December 2018 and then had to wait more than a year for my
expedition to the Thwaites Glacier in Antarctica to begin in January of 2020. During that time, I
attended a PolarTREC orientation, prepared myself, my students, and my classroom for my twomonth absence, and read as much as I could about Thwaites, a Florida-sized glacier draining into
the Amundsen Sea that is often referred to in the popular press as “The Most Dangerous Glacier in
the World.” As family, friends, students and colleagues learned of my upcoming adventure, many
of them said, “I had never heard of Thwaites before and now I realize they are talking about it in
the news all the time!” To me, this is just one small example of the exceptionally broad impact a
PolarTREC experience can have- it affects not just the educator, but their entire communitypeople in my community became deeply invested in my expedition and gained greater awareness
of the impact of warming temperatures on the stability of Thwaites Glacier- in some cases long
before I left on my journey.

The science team onboard the R/V Nathaniel B. Palmer icebreaker in the
Amundsen Sea off the southwest coast of Antarctica (photo courtesy of
Peter Kaple)

The Big Picture - Why Thwaites Glacier Matters
The continent of Antarctica is divided into two regions by the Transantarctic Mountains. The East
Antarctic Ice Sheet is much larger and is covered in ice that is almost three miles (5 kilometers)
thick. It is far more stable than the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, which is where Thwaites Glacier and
its neighbor the Pine Island Glacier (PIG) are located. Satellite imagery has shown that the melt
rate of Thwaites has doubled over the past 30 years and scientists fear that rate is poised to
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increase even further. There are multiple factors that contribute to the phenomena of more rapid
melting in West Antarctica. Global water currents and wind patterns that move heat towards the
western side of the continent have monumentally signiﬁcant impacts. Thwaites and PIG both
terminate in ice shelves that jut out into and ﬂoat on the ocean. When ice shelves break apart (as
happened early in 2020 at PIG), there is no immediate change in sea level because the ice shelf
was already ﬂoating in the water. But the deterioration of the ice shelf means that more ice from
the glacier can ﬂow in to take its place, thereby increasing the rate at which ice is moved from the
land to the sea. The point where the ice of a glacier leaves the land and begins to ﬂoat is the
grounding line, and it is one of the most important features to scientists studying how glaciers melt.

A British Antarctic Survey diagram shows how the position of the
grounding line effects the melt rate of the glacier
Behind the grounding line of Thwaites, the bedrock slopes down- so the warm water is melting
more ice near the grounding line than is ﬂowing from upstream of the glacier. This results in the
glacier thinning at the grounding line and causes the grounding line to retreat. If the grounding line
retreats over bedrock that is becoming deeper (dipping landward), then more of the glacier front
will be exposed to the water, which will further increase the melting, which leads to a faster retreat
of the grounding line- a positive feedback loop that is destabilizing Thwaites Glacier. If Thwaites
were to catastrophically collapse, global sea level would rise by an estimated two feet. Additionally,
Thwaites acts as a backstop for a number of other West Antarctic glaciers- without Thwaites there
to hold them in place, these glaciers could also rapidly ﬂow towards the Southern Ocean, and if all
of them were to melt as well, it could potentially contribute an additional thirteen feet to global sealevel rise.
The International Thwaites Glacier Collaboration (ITGC), a partnership forged between the US and
the UK, involves eight different projects, all focused on developing a better understanding of
Thwaites Glacier - and each of the eight projects approaches the challenge of the glacier from a
different angle - both literally and ﬁguratively. Scientists have been on top of the glacier boring
holes down to the sediments underneath, satellites orbiting miles above the surface have captured
images that show the thickness and movement of the ice, data, and images have been used to
improve ice sheet models to better predict the future behavior of Thwaites, and the Nathaniel B.
Palmer icebreaker has carried researchers right up to its face to study the interaction between the
ice and the ocean. Each of the eight projects involves multiple scientists at various research
institutions, all of who bring different strengths, knowledge, and technology to the ﬁght to ﬁgure out
what Thwaites is going to do over the next ten or ﬁfty or one hundred years to change the shape of
human civilization.
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The R/V Nathaniel B. Palmer icebreaker makes its way through the
Amundsen Sea off the southwest coast of Antarctica
For my PolarTREC project, I was part of the THOR (Thwaites Offshore Research) team. I joined a
group of scientists from institutions in both the US and the UK on the research vessel Nathaniel B.
Palmer icebreaker (NBP) to travel to the Amundsen Sea, to the face of the Thwaites and Pine
Island glaciers, to collect current and historic bathymetry data via sonar mapping and sediment
sampling. We were following on the heels of a previous THOR cruise on the NBP that had taken
place one year earlier- some of the participants on my cruise had also traveled to the face of
Thwaites on the other expedition and we planned to continue to add to the data set they had
started.

The Science of the Ship
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Marine Techs Richard Thompson and Chuck Holloway deploy the
megacore sediment sampler over the stern of the R/V Nathaniel B.
Palmer icebreaker in the Amundsen Sea off the southwest coast of
Antarctica
We collected three main types of information during our cruise- bathymetry data, sediment
samples, and oceanography information. Each of these categories included different methods and
technologies that combined to create the most comprehensive picture possible.
Bathymetry: Bathymetry, or the study of the shape of the seaﬂoor, is used to create a more
thorough picture of why the Thwaites Glacier is melting so fast. Much of the work we accomplished
on this expedition was focused on improving the level of detail of maps of the seaﬂoor in the area
in front of Thwaites.
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Multibeam and Knudsen sonar combine to create a picture that
includes both the shape of the seaﬂoor and the depth of soft
sediments
Using a multibeam sonar system, which emits and listens for the echo of 432 beams of sound, we
mapped peaks and troughs of the seaﬂoor, which can, in turn, provide information about the
historic extent of glaciers and ice shelves, indicate pinning points where ice made contact with the
ocean bottom or highlight areas which impact the ﬂow of the Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW)
current. Because the CDW has a slightly elevated salinity, its water has a greater density and
tends to sink to the lowest point of the seaﬂoor. Troughs that we mapped are carrying the CDW
right to the grounding line of Thwaites Glacier. The normal water of the Amundsen Sea is so cold
that it barely causes any ice to melt. But the CDW is just warm enough - maybe only 0.5 - 1.5˚C
above freezing, but that is all it takes - to destroy the ice of Thwaites Glacier. Another sonar
system called the Knudsen was more effective at penetrating the sediments at the seaﬂoor, which
allowed us to identify sites for sediment sampling. In places where a substantial amount of
sediment had collected, we could deploy longer coring devices and collect samples that
represented a longer period of time.
Sediment: Over tens or hundreds or thousands of years, new layers of sediment are deposited,
and can reveal information about the position of the glacier, the temperature of the water, or rate at
which ice was melting at the time they drifted to the seaﬂoor. We used four different types of coring
devices that each had different advantages: the Kasten core, the Megacore, the jumbo piston core,
and the box core.
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Multiple types of sampling systems were used to collect sediment that will
later be analyzed for properties such as composition, age, and evidence
of biological activity
The Kasten corer was deployed over 30 times throughout the duration of our expedition. With a
three-meter long square barrel with giant weights sitting on top, the Kasten core sinks into the
sediments using its own weight. The full Kasten core is brought back up to the deck using a winch,
rinsed off, carried into the lab, and opened to reveal the sediments captured. Almost-invisible
changes in color, texture, and composition of the sediments over the length of the core were
documented in writing and in photos and by targeted sediment collection. Sediments are sampled
for many things, including: shear strength, species of foraminifera, grain size, trace metals, carbon
and nitrogen, diatoms, and lead-210. Unlike the Kasten core, which is a single 3-meter long barrel,
the Megacore has 12 short tubes. Each tube has the potential to capture up to 60 cm of water and
sediment right at the seaﬂoor- many of the researchers were interested in studying that sedimentwater interface. Rarely did we get twelve perfect tubes of sediment, so decisions were made on
how to parcel out the samples that were collected. Megacore samples were processed on the ship
by slicing off one centimeter of sediment at a time and placing each slice in its own baggie. We
occasionally used the jumbo piston corer, which has the capacity to drive up to 80 feet into the
sediments (although we commonly used it for lengths of about half that). The JPC carries
signiﬁcant weight so it often blows out the soft sediments at the surface, but can get a record much
longer, and thus older, than the other coring devices. Lastly, we only deployed a box core a few
times, after using other types of coring devices to identify areas with high value surface sediments.
The box core collected a one cubic meter of sediment from the seaﬂoor, which was then divided up
into subsamples that generally provided a high quality picture of the topmost layers of sediments.
The majority of sediment samples were sealed in ziplock bags and brought to researchers home
institutions for complete analysis.
Oceanography: There are various techniques for sampling water chemistry, some designed to
capture information over an extended period of time and some over a variety of locations and
some a combination of both. There were also samplers that provided real-time or close to real-time
data, and others that only returned their information to the researcher when they were retrieved
from their sampling location. The THOR project, with its focus on sediment sampling and
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bathymetry, had the majority of the science hours on the NBP during the cruise, but we did
complete multiple CTD transects, deploy and then attempt to collect two gliders (only one was
successfully recovered), launch six ﬂoats as part of the Southern Ocean Carbon and Climate
Modeling program, deploy two moorings which will collect data in a single location for multiple
years, and place data trackers on twelve seals, which will send back water chemistry information
every time they surface over the next year. Information collected by these devices can show the
presence of the Circumpolar Deep Water (average temperature of our CDW samples was just over
1˚C) that has the potential to cause extensive melting of the Thwaites Glacier from below.
Oceanographic data collected further out from Thwaites can reveal patterns in water temperature
and salinity that can reveal how and why the Southern Ocean’s currents are moving and shifting.

Under Permit FCO No. 03/2019-20, twelve seals were tagged with
trackers that will send back information on water salinity and
temperature for their locations over the course of a year.

The Value of Teachers on Science Expeditions
One of the most essential qualities of an effective teacher is the ability to ﬁgure out how to help
students discover new information. By identifying engaging phenomena, designing inquiry-based
learning experiences, and supporting students as they communicate their understanding, teachers
can guide children through the acquisition of novel ideas. That ability to frame facts and data in an
intriguing and easily-accessible package can also make a teacher an invaluable asset in a
scientiﬁc research program. Teachers can translate technical work into information for a nontechnical audience, and help build a broader understanding of the importance of research efforts
and the meaning of results. In the case of polar research, teachers can also use the experience to
identify additional pathways to engage students in thinking about the impact of a changing climate
on environments both near and far. And, for students, having the personal connection of a teacher
they know involved in the research effort can make them further invested in developing a better
understanding of complex ideas and difﬁcult data.

Connecting to my Classroom and my Community
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I wanted to connect with a range of audiences through my journal and other outreach efforts. My
middle school students were always at the forefront, as I tried to identify ways to reach students in
all my classes, from self-contained special education to English as a New Language students.
Having such a diverse population presented many challenges, as did knowing that there wasn’t
one teacher taking my place in my classroom, but rather different colleagues were assigned to
cover for me every period of every day. I didn’t feel conﬁdent that all my students would have
consistent access to my journal posts while I was gone. I relied on a lot of photographs- of the
scenery, the technology, the work that was taking place- to engage students no matter how often
or with what sort of support they tuned in. I tried to identify online resources that could enrich the
activities that I had left and allow students to explore further on their own if they were so inclined. I
also tried to use language and examples that could be understood by the average eighth-grader at
my school, so I know my blog was less technical than some of the writing that had been produced
on NBP cruises in the past (which had the beneﬁt of being accessible for a less-technical
audience).

PolarTREC educator Sarah Slack photographs another beautiful sunset
from the port deck of the R/V Nathaniel B. Palmer icebreaker off the
southwest coast of Antarctica (photo courtesy of Santi Munevar)
I also wanted to share ideas for lesson plans and student engagement with teachers throughout
New York City and beyond. Before I left, I made postcards describing the PolarTREC program and
the purpose of the expedition and mailed them to middle school Sustainability Coordinators
throughout the city, hoping that the SC’s would share details about how to follow me with any
interested parties. I also reached out to like-minded teaching professionals within professional
organizations of which I was a part, knowing that educators who were already engaged in the work
of teaching about climate change would be more likely to ﬁnd a way to incorporate my journals and
polar-based lesson plan suggestions into their current curriculum. While I did feel like these
targeted activities were a little bit like “preaching to the choir,” I thought it would be easier to target
a less receptive audience when I returned and was able to provide more well-rounded resources to
all my colleagues in education.

Future Plans
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A lenticular cloud has formed at the edge of the Antarctic peninsula
I can’t move forward with this report without acknowledging the momentous changes that occurred
while I was on the Nathaniel B. Palmer. When our ship left the Chilean port of Punta Arenas on
January 24, 2020, the coronavirus was being discussed in daily news coverage- the ﬁrst case in
the United States had been ofﬁcially diagnosed on January 20- but the outbreak seemed to be
only of great concern in some regions of China and had deﬁnitely not escalated to the level of a
global pandemic. Over the two months that the NBP’s crew and passengers were completely
isolated from all other humans on Earth, the severity and rapid spread of the disease changed so
much about my home, my community, and my classroom. I began to realize that the outreach
events I had scheduled for my return- talks at local libraries and community centers, a dinner party,
a presentation for the DOE’s Department of Sustainability- would all have to be postponed,
canceled, or converted to virtual events. More importantly, I realized that the new energy and new
ideas that I was so excited about bringing to my students would have to be put on hold or that I
would have to modify lessons to teach to an online audience. While I believe in the importance of
creating high-quality virtual experiences and synchronous and asynchronous learning
opportunities for my students and I am striving to modify my curriculum so that it can be taught
online in the fall, it has been devastating to me as a teaching professional to have not set foot in
my classroom since I have returned and to not be able to share this experience with my students
the way that I thought I would.
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